Chorus Analyse
Cleanse, Combine and Connect

Expert Cell Site Analysis
Chorus Analyse allows you to cleanse, combine and connect call data
records and other digital data to answer key investigation questions and
generate courtroom ready reports.
Any Data Type

Custom Cleansing

Evidential Reports

Chorus Analyse has the
ability to ingest all forms
of digital data. From
communications and
ANPR data, to RF survey
data and handset
downloads, Chorus
Analyse can cleanse
and format them all. It
also has the ability to
overlay each data type
in one customisable
dashboard to help you
spot links and get
answers.

Automated cleansing
rules can process up to
10 million rows of data
quickly and efficiently
to remove duplicates
and associated noise
from communications
data. The rules also
format your data
for consistency and
validate locations and
device information for
accuracy.

Over 40 customisable
reports can be
generated in a few
clicks and used
evidentially. Maps
and charts are also
produced to a
courtroom standard.
A full and robust
audit trial gives you
confidence to know
exactly how Chorus has
processed your data.

Time Saving

Visualisation

Integrations

Business cases
developed by
Police Forces have
demonstrated time
savings of 97% and a
full return on investment
within 40 days.
Investigation teams are
able to achieve higher
detection, enforcement
and conviction rates.

Chorus Analyse can
visualise data to help
spot connections
and get answers from
data using its intuitive
dashboard. Timelines,
maps, heat charts
and a matrix are all
fully interactive with
the ability to drill down
into data using filters
and custom searches.

Cleansed data can be
exported at any stage
from Chorus into an
Excel format. Chorus
also integrates with
other software including
i2 Analyst’s Notebook
and iBase, and ESRI
mapping to enable
further interrogation of
the data.

For further information, please contact us:
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